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Abstract - The Jefferson Lab 12 GeV Upgrade of Experimental End Station Hall B required a new detector system that would be more sensitive to forward going particles and able to handle higher luminosity. This
new detector is CLAS12 and includes two superconducting iron-free magnets – a torus and an actively-shielded solenoid. The torus magnet consists of 6-trapezoidal racetrack-type coils while the solenoid is an
actively shielded 5 T magnet. The torus and the solenoid are located in close proximity to one another and are surrounded by sensitive particle detectors. The torus and solenoid, operating at 3770 A and 2416 A
respectively, were commissioned successfully and are operating normally. This paper presents observed electromagnetic interactions which include induced static mechanical loads and inductive coupling as well as a
summary of some of the cryogenic interactions and how they are mitigated.
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Relief Valves not piped into the quench header, 
This protects 15 other magnets in 3 experimental 
areas from seeing a spike in their return pressure 

Lead flows auto-vent upon high return pressure  require magnets to slow rundown 
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Solenoid Supports
The solenoid has 8 high load radial supports and 8 low 

load axial supports

* Designed and built by ETI Incorporated

Force Interaction

Due to the large stray field of the Solenoid the Torus is exposed to fields 
between 2 and 50 gauss Torus OOPS load changes of up to 2.9 kN were 

recorded between 0 and full field  in solenoid while one solenoid load cell 
indicated 640N change

Solenoid at 2416A with Torus varying between 3770A and -3770 A. 
Many Torus OOPS change load. 
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Summary
Electromagnetic interactions between the two magnets were
predicted, studied, and observed during commissioning and
operation of both magnets. The stray fields from the solenoid
magnet induce forces on the energized torus but not vice versa.
These forces are in the direction predicted by modeling and
demonstrate the Laplace Force. As a result of the modest inductive
coupling between the torus magnet and the shield coil of the
solenoid, a quench or fast dump of the torus magnet produces a
voltage rise across the shield coil of the solenoid. If the amplitude of
this voltage peak exceeds the magnet safety system (MSS) threshold
this can result in a MSS fast dump of the magnet. The cryogenic
coupling through the distribution box has been limited by check
valves in the supply and return U-tubes with all the relief valves
venting into the Hall to limit the effect of one magnet fast dumping
causing the other to also dump. To date, quenches or fast dumps in
one magnet have not resulted in an event that causes a quench or a
fast dump in the other magnet due to cryogenic coupling.
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Inductive Coupling
We observed that a fast dump of the torus induced a voltage rise above 300mV  in C5 of the 

solenoid for sufficient time to cause the solenoid MSS to trip the breaker and force a fast dump 

Solenoid and Torus Magnets

CLAS12 – (a) Solenoid and (b) Torus in Jefferson Labs 
Experimental Hall B 
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